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Professor David Rae

• Careers in small business consultancy, government & higher education

• Entrepreneurship researcher, advisor, educator & writer

• Entrepreneurial learning: PhD & publications 1999-2021

• Developed ‘Opportunity-centred entrepreneurship’ learning approach 

• Dean, Shannon School of Business, Cape Breton University, Canada

• Exec. Dean Research & Knowledge Exchange, Bishop Grosseteste University,UK

• Professor of Enterprise, De Montfort University, UK

• Life Fellow, Institute of Small Business & Entrepreneurship, UK

• 2020 European Entrepreneurship Educator Award, Lund University

• Optimist, based on human creativity & potential for learning



Exploring future prospects for entrepreneurship and 

learning – a personal view

• The past – 25 years experience in entrepreneurship education and research

• The present – an epochal period of change?

• The future – possibilities and prospects for entrepreneurship and learning



The past – 25 years experience in entrepreneurship 

education, research and leadership?

• 1999: ‘No-one will be interested in entrepreneurial learning!’

• PhD, books, articles, speeches, awards….

• Opportunity-centred entrepreneurship

• Entrepreneurship education, policy & research

• Creative industries & creative place-making entrepreneurship

• Entrepreneurial careers – mid-career entrepreneurship

• Entrepreneurial leadership and management

• 2008: a new era for responsible & sustainable entrepreneurship? 

• Momentary perspectives in entrepreneurial learning

• Open Data and Open Entrepreneurship

• Inclusive and intercultural entrepreneurial learning



The present – an epochal moment of change?

• Death of the classroom?

• Effects and legacy of the Pandemic

• Political, economic & cultural effects

• Entrepreneurship is not neutral

• Learners lives and futures are greatly affected

• Governments are not necessarily on our side



Shared challenges we face after COVID

• Shared prosperity & economic development
• Rebuilding trust and tolerance
• Towards more open societies?
• Rebuilding domestic economies & businesses
• Creating new employment
• Resuming international trade flows
• Restoring fiscal stability
• Improving public health
• Environmental sustainability
• Resilience of society, institutions & infrastructure
• Leadership & governance



The future: possibilities and prospects for 

entrepreneurship and learning

Four themes from reading, observation and reflection

• The context for entrepreneurship

• Education: learning & teaching

• The entrepreneurial learners

• Entrepreneurial outcomes

• Many people have inspired and contributed their ideas along the way



Context for entrepreneurship

• Demand for entrepreneurship learning at a global scale, beyond Western (US & 

European) hegemonies

• Countries with young growing populations, demand exceeds capacity:

• Western & Southern Africa, India & Southeast Asia

• Entrepreneurship as a human right – integral with UN SDGs

• Intercultural & inclusive entrepreneurship – across linguistic & cultural 

boundaries

• Ideological tension between ‘free enterprise’ and ‘responsible entrepreneurship’

• Universities as ‘open space’ ecosystems for debate & innovation



Education: learning & teaching

• Rethinking purpose of EntEd – for ‘self-starting individuals’?

• Is the classroom dead, or being reinvented digitally?

• Start entrepreneurship learning in early school years

• Beyond individual learning towards collective intelligence

• Experiential, experimental, extracurricular, social & self-directed 

entrepreneurial learning opportunities

• Multigogies: pedagogy, andragogy, heutagogy and odigogy for guided 

learning

• Practical creativity and innovation activities

• A responsive curriculum – demand-led learning

• Changing roles, philosophy & skills of educators



The entrepreneurial learners

• Increasing diversity – culture, origins, experiences, abilities & ages

• Migrating learners & entrepreneurs increasing in Europe

• Gender matters – the understated potential of female entrepreneurship

• Entrepreneurship as a life choice more than a career option

• Gaining entrepreneurial experiences in multiple contexts

• Integrating emotional dimensions into learning experiences

• ‘Entrepreneurial mindset’ & cognition enhanced by neuroscience

• Using digital tech to extend individual capabilities – learning, decision-

making, communicating

• Personalised learning



Entrepreneurial outcomes

• Optimism for human creativity and adaptability

• Entrepreneurial people turn adversity into opportunities

• Creating, sharing & capturing value – open or closed value systems?

• Entrepreneurship is reshaping societies: 

• Some cases are malign and corrupt – state capture & grand larceny

• Others are progressive and responsible

• Teachers and universities make vital contributions to educating learners 

for ethical, responsible, shared value 

and social transformation

• Uphold independent research, critique 

and institutional accountability
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How can we develop entrepreneurial ecosystems for learning? 

• Community leadership: business, civic and academic with learner participation 

• Innovation spaces – hubs, incubators, accelerators, meeting & events spaces

• Entrepreneur & learner-led organisations: Enactus, Enterprise Societies, Start-Up Networks, events

• Culture: open values, trust-building with systems connecting science, arts & society 

• Inclusive: welcoming diversity & accessible for new entrants & learners

• External engagement: Learning experiences should involve routine participation in the ecosystem

• Networking & contacts between learners, entrepreneurs, investors & professionals

• Challenges, competitions, projects, Hackathons & other social innovations

• Celebrate successes & investments



Thank you to so many people for your ideas, inspirations and encouragement, including:

Leo Paul Dana, Thomas Cooney, Hans Landström, Antti Paasio, Friederike Welter, Helle Neergaard

Ulla Hytti, Jarna Heinonen, Per Blenker, Paula Kyrö, William Gartner, Saras Sarasvathy

Martin Lackeus, Steffen Korsgaard, Andreas Kuckertz, Jonas Gabrielsson, Diamanto Politis, 

Colin Jones, Kathryn Penaluna, Andy Penaluna, Monder Ram, Kelly Smith

Gustav Hägg, Agnieszka Kurczewska, Elma Van der Lingen, Bjørn Willy Amo, Inger Beate Pettersen, 

Elin Kubberød, Sarah Preedy, Paul Jones, Gideon Maas, Hilary Duckett

Roz Sorrie-Rae

My colleagues and friends at De Montfort University

Remembering the late Alistair Anderson, Allan Gibb, Jason Cope



Thank you

Esme Negre
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